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Challenge

Remember the ludological perspective on games:

Games are rule systems with goals and challenge

Challenge is important in this perspective
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Challenge

Arcade video games always had challenge

Players should go game-over quickly

● Without scaring them away
● To cash extra money for another play
● Commercial driven

Increased the emphasis on challenge in videogames
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Challenge

Also for the home-console afterwards

● Copied from arcade
● To extend game-play
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Aesthetics

Let’s revisit the Aesthetics from last lecture

1. Sensation
2. Fantasy
3. Narrative
4. Challenge
5. Fellowship
6. Discovery
7. Expression
8. Submission
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Aesthetics not unique to games
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Aesthetics

Challenge is unique to games
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Aesthetics

Even though some might be challenging to understand
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Challenge

Are there truly games without challenge?

● Dear Esther doesn’t have challenge
● The player only needs to walk to complete the game

Or is walking in the right direction also a challenge?

● It can be seen as a challenge…
● But in which pitfall are we falling? … Overgeneralization
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Challenge

Is it the intention of the game to be challenging?

● Not in the case of Dear Esther

There are also a lot of games which are a bit challenging, but it’s not 
the main intention

● Grand Theft Auto
● Tomb Raider

And there are games which are purely about challenge

● Super hexagon
● Super meat boy 14



Challenge

Challenge is not just difficulty it’s more complex

It is also highly dependent on the player:

What you find boring can be challenging for others
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Challenge

What is challenge exactly?

● Is it about achieving non-trivial goals?
● Is it about the joy of having conquered

something very difficult?
● Is it about progress in the game?

There are different perspectives on the challenge aesthetic

We will examine a perspective based on flow
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Flow

Concept in Psychology from 1975 By Mihály Csíkszentmihályi

“Flow is the state in which people are so involved in an 
activity that nothing else seems to matter; the experience 
itself is so enjoyable that people will do it even at great cost, 
for the sheer sake of doing it”

Also known as being “in the zone” (not specifically about games)
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Flow

Flow can explain why we like challenge

● The fun behind overcoming obstacles

Flow theory describes how flow can be achieved

● And thus how challenge in games can be fun

There are many other interpretations of Flow

● Can be horribly confusing
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Flow requirements

Criteria for the flow state

● Activity with clear goals and progress
● Get clear and immediate feedback
● Being concentrated, no distractions
● Balance between perceived skill and perceived difficulty

Last criterion is most difficult to achieve
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Flow diagram

Balance between perceived skill and perceived difficulty

● Difficulty matches the skills of the player
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Flow diagram

Balance between perceived skill and perceived difficulty

● Difficulty matches the skills of the player
● Dependent on the perception of the player
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Flow diagram

Player preference is also important

● Some players prefer more or less challenge
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Flow diagram

The path through Flow often varies

● Building up and releasing tension
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Flow diagram
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Flow is experienced stronger when both 
skill and difficulty are high

● Not represented well in the diagram



Quadrant flow diagram
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The Quadrant Model of Flow takes this into account

● Four quadrants of states



Quadrant flow diagram
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Flow is for some people the reason to play games

Example: Guitar Hero



Flow requirements
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Criteria for the flow state

● Activity with clear goals and progress
● Get clear and immediate feedback
● Being concentrated, no distractions
● Balance between perceived skill and perceived 

difficulty



Dynamic difficulty adjustment

The difficulty must be tuned to stay in the flow zone

● Remember: player preference determines the flow zone

Dynamic difficulty adjustment

● Evaluate run-time player performance
● Adjust difficulty transparently

What happens if the player notices the difficulty change?
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Difficulty
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Difficulty

Many types of challenges

● Creating difficulty is very specific to the challenge type
● Time constraints are an easy way to make most 

challenges more difficult

A necessary ingredient of difficulty is uncertainty

● It must not be certain that the player will win
● (Note that uncertainty has more effects than just being a 

necessary ingredient for difficulty)
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Uncertainty

Many causes for uncertainty

● Human performance
○ Is my skill good enough?

● Human opponents
○ Very unpredictable

● Chance factors in the game
○ Roll of the dice

…
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Rule systems

Rule-systems in the game are a potential source of 
uncertainty

● Complex rule-systems
○ Hard to predict consequences

● Hiding information
○ Not explaining rules
○ Hiding game-state: “Fog of war”

● Emergent gameplay
○ Many situations occur from simple rules 35



Rule systems

The existence of a dominant strategy removes uncertainty

● Becomes boring after figuring out what the best 
strategy is
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Dominant strategy

When the player figured out the best strategy possible in 
the game

● Always the best strategy, regardless of other factors
● Does not necessarily result in winning
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Example: Zerg Rush
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Nash equilibrium

From the economic field

In “game theory”:

Describes the moment when no player can find 
improvements when changing strategy

● Possibly a stalemate
● No uncertainty anymore
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Dominant strategy

Example of a game with a dominant strategy

● Tic Tac Toe

Both players using it?

● Always a tie
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Dominant strategy

A dominant strategy

● Removes uncertainty
● And thus removes the difficulty

Countering dominant strategies is 
part of the balance lecture
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Example



Example

Remember the game from the previous lecture

● How did it generate difficulty?
● What happened after you discovered the dominant 

strategy?
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Example

Remember the game from the previous lecture

● How did it generate difficulty?
● What happened after you discovered the dominant 

strategy?
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Example

Think of  a challenge-based game what elements generate 
the difficulty

● What exactly is uncertain?
● Is there a dominant strategy?
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Frustration

Frustration is a very general term

● Negative feeling as a result of being unable to achieve 
something

● Susceptibility to frustration is very personal
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Frustration

Games aiming to deliver a challenge should never be 
frustrating

● A clear sign that the challenge aesthetic is not being 
achieved

Several causes for frustration, for example

● Difficulty mismatch
● Unfairness
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Difficulty mismatch
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The game is too difficult for the player skill

● Anxiety changes into frustration
● Exact process depends on the player



Unfairness
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When the player fails (s)he should feel responsible

● Rules must be clear in advance
● Controls must be clear and easy
● Unless the controls are the challenge
● Clear feedback regarding the game state
● Not too much focus on chance
● …

Depends on the type of challenge



Uncertainty vs. Fairness

Uncertainty and fairness can be in conflict

● Uncertainty to add difficulty
● Fairness to prevent frustration

Delicate balance!
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Uncertainty
– Complex rule-systems
– Hiding information
– Chance

Fairness
– Clear rules
– Clear feedback
– Not too much chance



Uncertainty vs. Fairness

Complex rule-systems  vs.  Clear rules

● E.g.: Player can be punished by rules (s)he didn’t know
○ Slowly introduce player to rules
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Uncertainty vs. Fairness

Hiding information  vs.  Clear feedback

● E.g.: Instantly defeated by something the player didn’t 
see coming
○ Notify the player of impending doom
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Fairness vs. uncertainty

Chance  vs.  Not too much chance

● E.g.: An unlikely strike of chance beats the player
○ Modify the chance process to exclude unlikely 

events
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The player will (unavoidably) fail
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Reduce the pain of failing to 
prevent frustration
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The wrong way
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Frustration

Examples of reducing frustration

● No lengthy nagging game over screen
● No nagging game over tune
● Quick reloads
● Reload starts at the start of the failed challenge
● Not 10 minutes earlier



Frustration

Wrong ways of reducing frustration (for challenge games)

● Lowering the difficulty
● Offering to skip the level

Challenge is about overcoming obstacles

● Not about skipping them
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Goals

One of the criteria to achieve flow:

● Activity with clear goals and progress
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A door is closed. No hints how to open it. It turns out you must 
press a switch somewhere else.
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A maze. No progress. 
How do you know if you’re on the right track? 
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Goals

Examples of games with clear goals and progress

● Flappy Bird
● Mario Kart
● Guitar Hero
● …



Self-imposed goals

The player can also set his own goals

The game designer has little influence on this

The designer can only try to facilitate it

● Give more freedom
● The game should behave logically
● No unnecessary restrictions
● (Achievements)
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Self-imposed goals
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Rewards

Why do we want to achieve a goal?

● Intrinsic motivation
○ Coming from the player

● Extrinsic reward
○ Coming from the game



Extrinsic rewards

An extrinsic reward can be

● Unlock a part of the story
● New equipment
● Explosions / animations
● Compliments
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Overjustification

Extrinsic rewards can lead to overjustification

Lepper et al., 1973

The extrinsic reward can reduce intrinsic motivation!

● The focus on the extrinsic reward dominates
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Overjustification

The overjustification effect does not always occur

Deci et al., 1999

Only when the external reward is seen as controlling

You know in advance that you will get the reward

The reward is something to work for
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Overjustification

The overjustification effect does not always occur

Deci et al., 1999

Not when it is informational

The reward is unexpected

Or the reward was not a goal to strive for
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Types of challenge

Types of challenge can be ordered by the skills tested

Based on the multiple intelligence theory 
by Howard Gardner
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Types of challenge

Skill types

● Musical–rhythmic and harmonic
● Visual–spatial
● Verbal–linguistic
● Logical–mathematical
● Bodily–kinesthetic
● … more which are less relevant for games

Often, a blend of skills is used for a challenge
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Musical–rhythmic and harmonic
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Musical–rhythmic and harmonic
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Musical–rhythmic and harmonic
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Visual–spatial
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Visual–spatial
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Verbal–linguistic
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Verbal–linguistic
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Verbal–linguistic
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Verbal–linguistic
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Logical–mathematical
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Logical–mathematical
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Logical–mathematical
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Bodily–kinesthetic
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Bodily–kinesthetic
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Bodily–kinesthetic
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Summary
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1. Sensation
2. Fantasy
3. Narrative
4. Challenge

5. Fellowship
6. Discovery
7. Expression
8. Submission
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Good challenge
Difficulty = 

• …
• Uncertainty
• …

Uncertainty Fairness



Todo
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Work on P2.3 – the prototype

Work on P3.1 – the analysis

Deadline March 16


